Defining sine and random environments for test or analysis requires measurement on a test article for which these components of the environments are superimposed with electrical noise and structural modal responses. Examples of such combined environments are rocket motors, helicopters, and propeller airplanes. Sine and random specifications have typically been defined by enveloping spectra from the combined environment, which may lead to overly conservative specifications and possible overtesting and overly conservative analyses. This article presents a signal processing method that accurately separates multiple sinusoidal components and their harmonics from background random. This method is validated and demonstrated using signals with known sine and random components both as clean data and with the superposition of electrical noise and structural dynamic modal responses. Speed profiles for sources of the sinusoidal excitations are used to identify the sinusoidal excitations and, the VoldKalman filter is used to extract order time histories. The extracted sine and random spectra may be used to define accurate environments for testing or analysis. Component finite-element analyses in particular are usually performed separately for random and sine. More accurate environments will lead to more accurate margins and more efficient designs.
To design and qualify components of rocket engines and equipment for transport or installation in flight vehicles or for operation near rotating equipment, it is necessary to first measure these environments, usually with accelerometers. Common examples of such environments are shown in Figure 1 . The measurements often include sine and random components; however, the analysis and test methods that use these environmental measurements require different analysis and test methods for sine, random, and shock. So it is typical to process the test measurement of the environment as separate elements. The overall process is shown in Figure 2 .
Quite often the approach to defining these environments is to process acceleration time histories into power spectral density (PSD) functions as shown in Figure 3 , try to estimate the random vibration background by enveloping all but the clear sine tones, and then estimate the amplitudes of sine tones from filtering of the data based on frequency or conservative determination from the area under the PSD at the sine tones. Such a process often results in sine and random definitions much as shown in this figure, which can lead to analyses or tests that try to drive anti-resonances or simply apply too much energy to the test article.
Even Mil-Std-810G, the very broadly used military standard 1 for vibration exposure uses an ambiguous definition of sine and random environments, suggesting an envelope over PSD data and then some uncertainty width of the sine tones. This can lead to overly conservative interpretation of the environment energy content if the sine tone uncertainty is interpreted as a PSD rather than the narrow-band tone that most probably exists due to a rotating element such as a propeller. Examples of this from Mil-Std-810G are provided in Figure 4 .
Our goal is to be able to measure the sine tones and background random so that neither has added conservatism coming from its coexistence with other elements of the environment. This separation often has the added challenge of electrical noise and structural resonances of the test article that need to be identified so they are not misinterpreted as source functions.
Once accurate determination of each component of the actual environment is made, the appropriate type of analysis for that element of the environment can be performed. Uncertainty can be added for the frequency of the sine tones by varying the actual frequency of the sine tone in the analysis rather than confusing it with a broadband excitation. The random background can be treated as a truly random signal, and the correct statistical interpretation of the result can then be made. The overall analysis process once the sine and random tones have been measured and the desired uncertainties defined has been described previously. 2 In this article, we focus on separating the sine and random definitions from the acceleration measurements without conservatism due to signal processing. We do this by first creating an acceleration history with known components and show that we can get the correct answer. We then apply the methods to a more realistic example.
Separation from Known Signals
The separation of sine and random components from an acceleration measurement on a real structure presents a challenge in that both types of signals are present in addition to electrical noise. Furthermore, for many applications the measurement of the environment cannot be made at the actual location where the environment will be simulated in the analysis or defined in the specification. Because the measurement is connected to the source location by a structure, the structural dynamic response will act as a dynamic filter on the signal and can result in misinterpretation of the environment. For example, it is important to distinguish between source sine tones, such as a rotating element, and a mode of the supporting structure. The modes of the structure and the dynamic filter they create are truly part of the environment at the response location. But these modes may be misinterpreted and used as input at the excitation location(s), resulting in double accounting for the dynamic amplification.
As the first part of the task of demonstrating the process of separating sine and random, known sine and random components were added in the time domain to obtain an example measurement signal. This measurement was then analyzed to separate out the sine and random components to validate the proposed sine and random separation methods. The overall process and results are shown in Figure 5 . Sine tones of known amplitudes were defined in the frequency domain and then converted to the time domain by including a variation in frequency as designated by the width of the sine tone shown in the frequency domain. Each sine tone is related to the others as orders or multiples of the frequencies. A separate time function was generated for each of the three tones shown. These time functions are added to obtain the total time domain sine signal. The random component was defined as a PSD. This PSD was converted to an equivalent time signal with exactly the defined PSD. The sine was then added to the random to provide an acceleration time history for signal processing to test the ability to extract the sine and random components. In this case, NX I-deas was used to generate the time domain signals from the frequency domain definition of the sine tones and random spectrum. This signal generation uses similar algorithms to those used for controlling shake tables to move in time in response to sine or random specifications in the frequency domain as described by Tom Irvine in his vibration data web site. 3 The overall process uses order tracking and the speed change in the fundamental sine tone to recognize modes and rotating sine sources. In performing the processing to separate sine and random components from the acceleration history, the ATA Rotate™ program 4 is used to do order tracking and to apply the Vold-Kalman filter 5, 6 to accurately identify the amplitudes, phases, and time histories of the sine tones. The use of the speed profiles, which for real data might come from the tachometer signal, is the key to achieving accurate filtering, order tracking, and order normalization with Rotate. When there is no tachometer, you may be able to
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generate the speed profile in other ways:
• An accelerometer located close to a rotating excitation source • A track on the waterfall of the fundamental sine tone As shown in Figure 5 , we were able to generate a waterfall with order cursors that indicated which sine tones were harmonics. With the Vold-Kalman filter, we extracted from the original history the accurate sine tone histories, one history for each sine tone. We subtracted the sine tone histories from the original measurement, leaving us with an accurate history of the broadband random environment, from which we generated a PSD. The resulting separate sine and random environments very closely match the known inputs.
We also processed the data using more traditional fast-Fouriertransform (FFT) methods. Using this alternative approach, the random and sine results are each distorted by the presence of the other. The sine tone amplitudes show errors where incremental amplitude (shown in red) from some of the random shows up as sine amplitude; the random signal has gaps associated with the frequency range where there is a sine tone missing data after subtraction of the Fourier components. It is common in making sine and random measurements to overestimate both the sine and random by allowing each to contribute to the estimate of the other. In the next section, the processing example includes multiplesource excitations driving a structure response with electrical noise; this example is closer to a real environmental definition.
Separation from Noise and Structural Response
A finite-element model of a simplified rocket engine was used for a more realistic test case. This rocket engine model, shown in Figure 6 , included a liquid oxygen (LOX) turbopump and a fuel turbopump that were used as source excitation locations along with the combustion chamber located at the throat above the nozzle. An accelerometer placed near the fuel turbopump is used to generate the measurement. The goal of this example is to separate the sine and random environments from this sample measurement. These accurate environments may be used to identify source functions for use as excitation for analysis. 7 In this case, the challenge for data extraction is that the acceleration response histories will not only include sine and random components but also structural dynamic responses that are not part of the source function. It is important to define the excitation specification by recognizing and separating sine tones and random excitations from combustion chamber and turbopumps and to not include in the source definition any structural resonant response or noise. Any uncertainty in the source functions' measurements or specifications should be actual variability of the sources, not double accounting for elements of the environment.
Using this finite-element model, known fuel and LOX force sine tones and combustion chamber random forcing functions were applied as time histories at locations shown above, including small shaft speed variations in the sine tones. For this analytical example, the LOX pump force excitation was used as the tachometer signal. This tachometer (Figure 7 , top) was processed using a threshold-crossing algorithm to generate a smooth speed profile (Figure 7, bottom) . The speed profile shown in Figure 7 indicates that the pump speed ramps up and down as the rocket engine thrust is throttled. The pump speed crosses the frequencies of two significant structural modes in this example.
The resulting acceleration response near the fuel pump is shown in Figure 8 ; after the simulation, 60-cycle noise was added to the acceleration history. A waterfall was computed from this acceleration history, also shown in Figure 8 in two different formats: 3D and color contour. The higher acceleration response in the center section of the history is due to the sinusoidal excitation at 160 Hz, close to a structural resonance at 158 Hz. This is clearly indicated by the waterfall plots, which decompose the response into the various sinusoidal components. The "orders" of the pump excitation are indicated by the distinctive shape of the speed variation. Tracks with constant frequency are due to random excitation of structural resonances.
The LOX and fuel pump sine tone amplitudes were extracted by order-tracking methods. The resulting order tracks are shown in Figure 9 .
Even though the accelerometer is located close to the fuel pump, structural resonances near the LOX pump excitation cause the acceleration to increase dramatically when the LOX pump crosses those resonances and dwells at 160 Hz near the second resonance. An order track is the history of the sinusoidal amplitude, following the particular "order" of the excitation. The ridge on a waterfall may be an order if it follows the excitation speed. Order-tracking algorithms extract such ridges to produce an order track, as shown in Figure 10 .
The Vold-Kalman filter is key to determining the amplitude associated only with the sine tone that follows a particular order of the speed profile. The orders of the LOX pump and fuel pump were extracted from the signal identifying these source functions, as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 .
After each of the sine tone source contributions to the acceleration response and the 60-cycle noise were identified, they were all subtracted from the original acceleration measurement. This leaves the response to the random source, as shown in Figure 13 . The structural response due to the random excitation (after removing the responses due to the sinusoidal excitations) can be seen also in Figure 14 as two ridges indicating frequencies, which do not vary with the changes in speed of the shaft over time. The frequencies of these ridges are at 149 Hz and 158 Hz, which indicate the presence of significant structural modes.
Examining the model shows that indeed there are modes at these frequencies, with participation at the source and response locations pictured in Figure 15 . These two modes account for the dynamic amplification of response due to just the sine components of the excitations visible in Figures 9 and 10 and the dynamic amplification due to just the random source visible in Figure 13 .
Depending on the application of interest, the separate sine and random environments defined in this way could be used directly as environments for these locations. If what is needed is an environment for equipment mounted at the location of the accelerometer, then the separate sine and random environments identified above are the correct specification for the dynamic environment for that equipment. As long as the equipment or its mass is present when the measurement or simulation is performed, these separate sine and random functions provide accurate and not overly conservative environments for performing sine and random tests and analyses.
If the real interest is force excitations at different locations, such as the center of the combustion chamber and the center of gravity of each pump, then an additional step is necessary. If the source force histories are needed to analytically simulate the dynamic excitation due to the pumps and combustion chamber to assess the structural integrity of the engine, then we need to use the structural model to remove the dynamic structural transfer function so we can determine an appropriate source forcing function. In our example, this transfer function can be easily obtained from the finite-element model, and the random and sine acceleration response functions shown above can be transformed to the source excitation functions.
In the real measurement situation, however, the finite-element model only approximates the dynamic transfer functions. So the use of these approximate transfer functions to back-calculate the excitations may create incorrect excitations (compared to actual excitations). Some type of optimization may be needed to create physically reasonable source excitations, because the actual resonances may not exactly match the finite-element model modes. Furthermore, the measurements may not have included the correlation between accelerations at different locations. In this case, the transformation from acceleration measurements requires not only the separation of sine and random but also optimization to obtain the best fit of the response measurements with estimated source functions. This additional process is provided in Reference 7.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Structures may be overtested or analyzed with overly conservative excitations due to the measurement of environments with sine and random components incorrectly combined as well as structural responses and noise incorrectly interpreted as excitations. The sine components and the random components may be doubly accounted for as part of both the sine and random excitations. Environments defined from envelopes of this type of data may lead to attempts to drive structures at their anti-resonances or to input significantly more energy into the test article than is actually present in the The author may be reached at: charlie.engelhardt@ata-e.com. actual environment.
Using the Vold-Kalman filter with order tracking, these different components can be accurately separated; this avoids contributing incremental amplitude from each component to the others. When accurate components are specified, the uncertainty due to actual variability in sine frequencies or statistical variations in the random sources can be properly tracked so that the final test or analysis can be assigned an accurate life or margin with known uncertainties.
This whole process requires three parts. The first part is to accurately separate the sine and random environments from each other and from noise. Accurate sine and random environments enable the next step: to analyze/test to the distinct sine and random environments, or analyze/test to a combined environment that includes phase and cycle definition. This analysis approach was addressed previously. 2 The third part of the analysis process is to use the structural dynamic transfer functions to back out source excitations so that these excitations can be applied at locations other than the acceleration measurements. An approach for doing this for the random measurements has also been treated previously. 7 
